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OVERVIEW

4-storey villa with views of the Cantabrian Sea between
Guetaria and Zarautz, privileged location, ideal for
investment

Lucas Fox presents this wonderful villa located on the Cantabrian Sea, between
Zarautz and Getaria, with spectacular completely unobstructed views of the sea. The
villa has approximately 620m2 built. and it has a valid rural house license, which
gives it a very interesting possibility to make this investment profitable, with
completely unobstructed views of the sea, with the mouse of Getaria to the left and
the coasts of Zarautz, Orio, Igueldo to the right. , Fuenterrabia and France.

The villa has 4 floors, it is a house from 1993, with a concrete and stone structure, in a
neo-Basque style, which is distributed as follows;

It is accessed through a large lobby on the ground floor through the rear façade of
the house, a lobby that leads to the living room, kitchen, bedroom hallway on the
first floor and stairs. The kitchen, which we find on the right, is large, with a built-in
dining room and fully equipped, and also has a complete and equipped adjoining
utility room room. We find the living room on the left, also very spacious, a fireplace
that makes rest days especially cozy, a large terrace and spectacular unobstructed
views of the sea. Towards the right from the lobby, we find the bedroom hallway on
the ground floor, with its own door, which isolates the area from the noise of the
communal areas, and which has two bedrooms and a large bathroom. Of these
bedrooms, one has large windows, sea views and a terrace, and another has views of
the garden and the mountains.

Going up the stairs we find on the first floor a very cozy second central living room ,
with windows towards the back of the house and views towards the mountains and
the trees, and from this living room two bedroom hallways start, one towards each
side of the house. the house, with each one's own door, which also isolates and
separates the communal areas. The first sleeping area consists of a large bathroom
and two bedrooms, one of them facing the main façade, with a terrace and
spectacular unobstructed views of the sea, and another facing the rear façade of the
house, with lots of light and views towards the mountain. and the trees. The second
bedroom hallway, also with its own door, is made up of three bedrooms and two
bathrooms. In this hallway is the main bedroom, double and en-suite, with a terrace
and impressive views of the sea. The other two bedrooms face the rear facade of the
house, with views of the garden and trees.

lucasfox.com/go/ssb47583

Sea views, Mountain views, Garden,
Wooden flooring, Natural light, Parking,
Views, Panoramic view, Fireplace, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Built-in wardrobes, Balcony
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On the second floor we find an attic that today is as a main building, ready to be
enabled as desired, with all the water and heating connections already ready, which
would make it very easy to enable 100m2 built, 50m2 useful, with more rooms. ,
bathrooms, or a comfortable home office.

And finally we have the semi-basement, which is made up of 200m2 built that today
are used as a garage and storage room, but can easily be used as bedrooms, txoko,
game room, etc. It has all the water and heating passages already done for very easy
installation.

Towards the front of the house we have a large clear garden , and the most
spectacular views that can be had in the area, and towards the back, where the road
and car access are located, we have a large area of wonderful trees.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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